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“a  citade  de  futuro  pode  ser  melhor,  mais  humana en 

tregue ao homen e não a máchina”

Oscar Niemeyer, Mo’dulo, Rio de Janeiro, 1980

(the city of tomorrow can be better if it  is human, entirely 

belonging to people and not to machines)1

                                                                                                                                          CUPRINS
1 TRIŞCU Aurelian, Spaţii Pietonale Urbane, I.P. Arta Grafica, Bucureşti, 1974, pag. 11;
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                                                                                                                                             PART  I

documentary/analysis

                                                                                                                                  1. Introduction

argument | definition of the public commercial space as such | types of spaces according to culture 

This study intends to present in Part I the public character of the commercial 

space and its  importance in the functioning of  a  community.  Part  II  will 

endeavour to offer an answer to the present needs of the Romanian society in 

the form of a commercial space easy to adopt, starting from the conclusions 

of Part I. 

The commercial space represents an area where goods resulting either from the trade or 

the domestic production are displayed and which was, in the urban history, the second public 

space  created  after  the  street.  Today,  the  commercial  space  can  show  several  forms  and 

dimensions  according to  the cultural  and economic  influences,  varying  from  seasonal  fairs, 

agricultural  produce  markets with  a  vernacular  and  spontaneous  character,  bazaars as  a 

commercial  space typical for the Islamic culture,  commercial streets as a commercial  space 

encountered in Europe, regions colonized by Europe and the Far East, the commercial centers 

as a form of trade developed in Europe, commercial galleries as a form of trade encountered in 

Europe and shaped after the model of the commercial street to malls as a form of trade typical 

for the US.

The commercial space of any type is pre-eminently a public space just because density 

is higher through the attraction it exercises by its function. 

The once commercial markets gave birth to public places, as areas where people can meet 

and talk, functioning as polarizing areas for the city. The communication in such a space is much 

easier and any information is disseminated very rapidly,  the market/square/place becoming a 

centre of gravity which holds together the whole texture. When the need of a public place for 

‘loisir’,  representation  or  meeting  place  for  discussions/politics  exceeded  in  importance  the 

economic character, the latter is displaced and new spaces are designed ( or the trade is displaced 

from the centre of the area to its periphery, while its initial peripheral functions are displaced to a 
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higher level). This is what happened in European cities, where the commercial market of the old 

city became, in time, an exclusively public place. 

Such a transformation occurs in exceptional cases, by the transformation in time of the 

structure of the population from the cultural and educational point of view, and it states very 

clearly the social parallel function of trade. 

In  conclusion,  the  commercial  space  pre-eminently  is  a  public  space  with  a  very 

important social component, a quite strong one in order to gather together all strings of the entire  

area and to ensure its development.

                                                                                                    2. Public and commercial spaces

The public and commercial spaces have undergone a series of transformations since the 

beginning  of  the  human  social  organization,  continuously  closing  up,  creating  inner  spaces 

towards which they could open up, tracing their own limits, creating strategies to prompt inside, 

miming a game to seduce the public by displaying products, incomplete images, shining images, 

thoroughly controlling the interior and re-creating within the interior the exterior to which they 

turn their backs.   

The purpose of the formula  public and commercial spaces  is  to  underline the public 

character of any commercial space, therefore the possibility to use the commercial space as an 

area for socializing.  

                                                                                                                      2.1 Incipient – the fair

First stage to create a commercial area, its vernacular character | its functioning - space and time 

The need to exchange products led to the creation of temporary fairs in the proximity of 

localities or non inhabited areas representing nevertheless an important center of an inhabited 

area with several localities. 

In time,  proportional to the increase of the population,  the frequency of these “fairs” 

increased as well getting to their permanent establishment, which led either to their inclusion in 

the near-by localities or to the creation of settlements in the proximity of this social event. Thus, 

a series of localities popped up on the Romanian territory bearing names to which “fair”(târg)  

was added:  Târgu Jiu,  Târgu Mureş,  Târgu  Frumos,  Târgovişte,  Târgu Neamţ,  Târgu Ocna, 
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Târgu Lăpuş or  which bore  the name of  the  day the fair  used to  be  organized  -  Miercurea 

Sibiului.

“The concept of ‘fair’ on the Romanian territory had three significances (in fact  

derived from the main function): a large area where trade in cattle, cereals or  

other  products  was  organized;  a  small  locality  with  urban character  next  to  

which the fair was organized; the central part of a city, where the stores were  

located.”  (JUROV Cosma, Centre Civice)2

The  fair  is  spontaneous  and  vernacular,  mainly  temporary  and  serves basic 

commercial needs. The  fair became recently, in Romanian, synonymous to sales exhibition as 

well.

As a representation, the fair is very colorful, noisy, the different types of products are 

associated in contrast with each other and directly presented on the ground or on market stalls. 

The way is waving, the buyer is trying to find his/her way in a vernacular system of paths among 

market stalls, surprise playing an important role in the functioning of a fair.

An advantage of the fair  consists  in  being organized anywhere  in the world and any 

person from any culture can recognize this space and make it his/hers. At the same time, due to 

its temporary character it is perceived in a special manner close to ephemeral. The same fair is 

organized every week, every month, every year but it is never the same.

                                                                                                             2.2 Antiquity: agora/forum

The  agora/forum  ancient  space  –  the  relationship  between  public  and  commercial  –  the 

importance at urban scale and the image the city offers against itself and the exterior (visitors)

Agora, which at the beginning was a public space for meetings and discussions in ancient 

Greece (900 – 700 BC) changed slowly getting a commercial importance by allowing products 

sales. 

In Greek cities  the agora was the core of the city: speeches were held there, decisions 

were taken regarding the city life. Besides the extremely important role of cohesion and social 

identity  an  economic  role  arose  which  marked 

the development from a predominantly agrarian society to an urban society, with a specialized 

2 JUROV Cosma, Centre Civice, Editura Tehnică, Bucureşti, 1979, pag 13;
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production.  The  need  to  get  products  that  not  everybody  can  get  led  to  the  overlap  of  the 

commercial and social functions although a limitation of the functions has been noticed, while 

trading was preserved under the perimeter columns.3

In the Roman Empire, the import of the agora as a space for confrontations led to the 

creation of the  roman forum as a space for debates which was both a public and commercial 

space, stock market, political speeches and public walk areas etc. representing a real center for 

the typical roman city. This space was a landmark of the roman society, integrated to its social 

system.  

In time, besides these open spaces there are also covered spaces,  the basilica,  which 

initially was used as court but then taking over many functions of the forum. Once the expansion  

of  Christianity  and  the  fall  of  the  Roman  Empire,  the  basilica  remains  the  unique  valid 

programme  in  architecture,  the  early  basilicas  still  keep  traces  of  their  initial  destination: 

meetings were held in early basilicas, as well as theatre plays or fairs. In time, these activities  

will be excluded from the basilica space to the market place in front of the building (Western  

Europe).  

All these architecture programmes underline the importance of the space quality granted 

to the function: the floor was paved, the perimeter was decorated with columns, the square was 

decorated with sculptures. The whole image suggested the stability and prosperity of the society,  

a richly adorned forum which meant a rich city, having an intense production and trade as well as 

a vibrant public life.  Public life can be perceived in the way the inhabitants of the city live, 

where the agora and the forum have the role of scenography, a background for the social status 

and  everyone’s  importance  to  be  expressed.   The  last  but  not  the  least,  the  forum  was  a 

propagandistic  possibility  for  the  Roman  Empire  among  the  populations  conquered  with  a 

twofold face: to discourage the revolts by suggesting the stability and the strength of the state 

and  to  seduce  the  population  and  integrate  it  into  the  Roman  social  system,  finally  its 

Romanization.  

3 COŞMATU Eugen, Enescu Mihai, Magazine, Editura Tehnică, Bucureşti, 1967, pag. 10, 12;
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                                                                                                                                  2.3   The Bazaar  

The organization of the bazaar | its commercial character | the relationship vendor-client | trade 

methods and customs – negotiation | image of the displayed merchandise | the character of the 

covered space (image, light, sound, ventilation) | pedestrian area | the bazaar as a representative of  

the Near and Middle East culture 

The oriental  traditional  city is  an introvert  area  where the buildings  do not  show up 

towards the street with opulence but open to the inner court. The city is a system of inner spaces 

not of volumes, the passage from one place to another changing the treatment of the surrounding 

interior.  

The bazaar respects all these norms, neglects the exterior image and creates inside it a 

system of streets  (usually covered) which allows its  organization in sectors according to the 

different types of trades. The Bazaar itself represents that part of the system of inner streets with 

special cells for the stores that deal with en-detail trade, while the chan (khan) is the place where 

come and park the caravans and where the goods are stored. The en-gros trade takes place here 

as  well.  The  Romanian  language  preserved  a  word  with  exactly  the  same  meaning  of 

accommodation,  stables  and the  need of  safety for  people,  animals  and goods:  roadside  inn 

(han4).

It  is interesting that the Romanian space didn’t  incorporate the bazaar as an  

architecture programme. Since it was integrated into the ottoman economic and  

commercial system, the term han (roadside inn) arrived in the Romanian area.  

Its main role was of the caravanserai existing in the Islamic area (a fortified  

halting place outside the cities  -  the name of khan,  chan or han is  generally  

linked to the accommodation and storing place associated to bazaars, both terms  

and architecture programmes being of Persian origin). The simpler name as han 

has  become  usual.  The  phenomenon  is  connected  to  the  importance  of  the  

commercial roads that were crossing the Romanian territory and to the need of  

securing them in order to supply the Ottoman Empire with goods. 

In Bucureşti, hans appear and play the role of a  hotel combined with the role of  

a fair or market, the traders accommodated there sell their products in the han 

courtyard,  getting  to  establishing  a  city-inside-the-city,  real  citadels  which  

played an important role during wars. The protection capacity of the cities was  

4 GEIST J.F., Le Passage, un type architectural du XIXe siécle, Pierre Mardaga editeur, Bruxelles, 1988,pag. 46;
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increased;  while  the  monasteries  surrounding  the  city  were  protecting  the  

perimeter by prompting the fights away from the city, the hans in the city were  

protecting the center of the economic life, ensuring the survival of the victuals  

and  of the goods, becoming a place where city inhabitants could find refuge.

In the bazaar trading is direct: the produce are directly displayed on the wall around the 

store, on a stall in front of or inside the store covering the walls (the store being fully open to the 

street). The products call themselves the clients, advertise for themselves, the role of the vendor 

being to persuade the client his price is the best. 

The entire trading activity is based on the negotiating ritual. 

The bazaar is the place where the price and the vendor’s qualities sell and 

not the image of the product 

The image comes from the light shades on the produce on display, a show of colour and 

light  completed  by  vaults  and  domes  that  vertically  mark  the  limits  of  the  space.  Light  is  

controlled, bad weather is kept at distance, ventilation is ensured, the entries are surveilled, thus 

the bazaar becomes a place entirely safe.  

Inside the organized chaos of the bazaar, which is a well controlled labyrinth, discreet 

appointments  while  having a  cup of  tea  can take place or ideas  (convictions/beliefs)  can be 

presented in public. The bazaar is one of the few public spaces in an islamic city, besides the 

mosque and the school (madrasa), where people can meet and talk. The streets have never had a 

social role, they always were a transiting area, and public squares do not exist. Pubs and stores in 

the bazaar come instead. An important issue is the fact that the bazaar is not a religious place as 

the mosque and the school are (in the traditional city).  

We can draw the conclusion that the bazaar is a public space with a marked character of 

privacy, vast but not assuming its dimensions, shiny by content and not by being treatment. It is a 

space of the memory and not of the façade or volume. 

Images: [1];
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                                                                                                                 2.4 The commercial street   

Organization of the commercial street in the Western city | importance of the image, methods for 

the presentation of the product | relationship vendor-client | relationship traffic – pedestrian area |  

importance of the commercial street as a public area where to walk around / advertising methods |  

history and ‘commercial street’ today  

In Western Europe, in the area marked by the collapse of the Eastern Roman Empire and 

by the  settling  of  germanic  populations,  a  new space  is  created:  the  commercial  street.  Its 

beginning  is  marked  by  the  germanic  bourgs  being  founded  in  the  vicinity  of  the  existing 

localities,  thus  separating  the  settling  down  of  new  populations,  easy  to  protect  inside  the 

fortifications, from the native populations, more numerous and less protected.  

This  association  of  two  societies,  one  predominantly  producing  goods  and the  other 

predominantly political led to the creation of the commercial street area which initially stretched 

between the gate of the fortification which was facing the settlement and the settlement itself, 

connecting the power of the lord to the power of the city council. A perfect example is the city 

Krakow (although  not  founded  by the  Roman  Empire)  where  street  Grodzka  connects  the 

central square of the city with the Town Hall (on top of the covered market) to Wawel castle, 

being the longest and the most important commercial street of the old town. 

A few peculiarities of the commercial street can be noticed: the buildings create compact 

areas and, in general, they do not exceed the height of the neighbouring buildings. The façade 

and the signs are very important because they are supposed to prompt clients and inform them on 

the name and type of trade the store is practising. Once in front of the store, the clients are shown 

the most important product or the whole range of products in the window, all arranged in such a 

way to  catch  the eye.  Finally,  once inside  the store,  the client  should  be charmed not  only 

through services and price but also through ambiance. 

The organization on the  plot of the buildings in the neighbourhood of a commercial 

street is quite complex: the plots tend to be long and narrow in order to allow a bigger number of 

buildings to be built with direct access to the street. Usually those buidings are multistoried and 

the department store is placed towards the street along with a passage leading to the rest of the  

plot, while above the department store there is the home of the owner; at the back, there are the  

warehouses, the workrooms, as well as the dwellings of the employees. 

In time, the commercial street became a promenade place, the exhibition of the products 

refined, the windows were scenographic compositions, the interior of the stores turned into real 
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semi-private livings so that the initial space clearly limited of the commercial street became a 

system of alveolar spaces attached to the street itself, thus the trade left the street and went inside 

the store. The initial straight way of the commercial street turned into a sinuous (winding) one 

where the street doesn’t have a commercial role anymore but only connecting the cells attached 

to it.  

  On the commercial street the advertisment sells, the window sells, the inside 

ambiance of the store sells, now the name of the store (the brand) sells as 

well. 

The  products  are  no  more  that  important,  purchasing  became  important  now;  no 

bargaining anymore, the price of the product covers not only the producing costs and the profit 

necessary to any business but also the gorgeous display, the image and the ambiance of the store.

The commercial street developed a serial of other programmes through the evolution of 

the spaces and functions specific to it:

The department store as Galeries Lafayette developed through expanding the traditional 

sale area attached to the commercial street. The typical store expanded both horizontally and 

vertically getting to put together several plots and stretch on a larger front on the street. The 

focus is on the inner space and its transformation into a public space.   

The market hall answers other trade needs, at a lower economic level, where generally 

agricultural products are sold – that is why it needs different access ways and it is surrounded by 

attending  streets.  It  also  is  a  large  area  which  does  not  evolve  vertically;  the  cell  expands 

perpendicularly on the main street. The market hall marks the beginning of the industrialization 

era.

The  Mall  is an evolved form of the  department store by applying the  Athens’ Chart  

namely separating the functions within the city. This concept destroyed the central parts of the 

cities,  the commercial  streets, the markets etc.  Because the new commercial  complexes were 

built outside the city, easily reachable by car, they offered generous parking lots as well - out of 

city shopping. The Mall is representative for a well developed industrial society.   

This model appears in the US during the ‘50s by marking the moment of decay of the city 

center and its replacement by the exterior ring. The expansion of the city was concentric, brutally 

separating the functions and creating large dormitory neighbourhoods reachable only by car. The 

supply of these areas was difficult – their inhabitants had to travel towards the city center only by 
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personal car thus, such a huge number of cars rushing from the outskirts  to the center were 

paralysing the traffic. This was the reason why the Mall appeared as a response to the need of the 

persons living in the city outskirts, in the US, who could travel only by personal car and who 

needed commercial, loisir, meeting areas in the proximity. Although initially the Mall responded 

strictly to the commercial needs it started to fill in other needs of the American outskits since the 

city center was not easily reachable. The idea of putting together commercial and loisir was not a 

new one – the urbanism in America of those days made the Mall successful and the model spread 

out  to  the  city  centers  which  needed  to  be ‘re-vitalized’,  making  it  possible  by placing  the 

parking lots in the under ground. 

“... but obsolete premises, combined with a busy traffic, affect now the  economic  

success of the city center” (JONES S. Colin, Regional Shopping Centres – 1969)5

As a commercial model it spreads out at a great speed, tending to replace the “center” by 

promoting the comfort and offering a great variety of functions in a space not so large but which 

was exclusively  pedestrian  and covered,  and where  the  people  could  go no matter  how the 

weather was.   

                                                        3. Passages/Arcades – Oriental influences in the Occident?

Case studies of different types of arcades and covered streets / how much does it keep from the 

commercial street and how much does it take from the bazaar / the relationship façade-covering / 

the  importance  of  the  upper  floors  in  defining  the  space  vertically  /  the  importance  of  a 

transparent covering / handling of light / sound / ventilation

The term itself appeared in the XVIII-th  century, in France it meant the street that was 

crossing islands of buildings.  The  etimology of the word is of latin origin:  passus means to 

walk6. 

In time, these shortcuts became architectural solutions, pedestrian areas became urban 

events which were used for economic purposes (any place where traffic exists is a good place to 

sell something, the chances to meet people willing to buy are higher). The arcade can connect 

5 JONES S. Colin, Regional Shopping Centres, Business Books Ltd., London 1969, pag. 19;

6 GEIST J.F., Le Passage, un type architectural du XIXe siécle, Pierre Mardaga editeur, Bruxelles, 1988,pag. 11;
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two streets, two squares, or can prolong a normal street or, as in the case of Vittorio Emmanuele  

II arcades in Milan, it can connect two squares and two streets.  

The arcade becomes an urban”foyer” by closing it above and, in general, by restricting it 

to pedestrians. The inner space of the galeries/arcades is a much more intimate area than the 

common street due to its exclusively pedestrian character, thus it represents an intermediate area 

situated  between  two  important  ones.  The  filtering  of  the  light  helps  creating  a  special 

atmosphere inside while the covering itself ensures an uninterrupted usage of the space. Three 

characteristics: an intimate area, the controlled lighting and an uninterrupted usage of the space 

are to be found at the bazaar as well. The idea of an inner public space is the one that connects to 

each other the two types of programmes.  

“All  studies  regarding the arcades refer to the model of  the Oriental  bazaar.  

Since  no  direct  influence  of  such an architecture  example  as  an  arcade was  

identified, I assume this influence was mostly literary and would have as a source  

numerous travelling impressions from the XVIII-th century and the beginning of  

the  XIX-th  century.”  (GEIST J.F.,  Le  Passage,  un  type  architectural  du  XIXe 

siécle)7

The arcade is  exclusively pedestrian and it copies the exterior inside, while the bazaar 

assumes the space as an interior one. The arcade uses the exterior façades of the buildings in 

order  to  create  a  separate  cell  in  an  area  where  private  buildings  exist.  Another  difference 

consists in the fact that the bazaar is built as such (the covered one) while the space of the future 

arcade has to offer trading possibilities before its building starts.  

The inner image comes from the façades which limit  the inner space.  They copy the 

exterior image of the buildings, but because it is a covered place that invites you to look at it (the 

effect of the filtered light),  it  is protected and traversed slowly,  the interior façades are very 

richly decorated.  

The number of details increases while the walking is slower and slower8 in order to be 

able to offer the pedestrians a show interesting enough and to create a good background for the 

activities taking place there.  

The success of an arcade depends entirely on its location, on the places it connects as 

well as on the interior organization, the good quality of the stores and its image. Two crowded 
7 GEIST J.F., Le Passage, un type architectural du XIXe siécle, Pierre Mardaga editeur, Bruxelles, 1988,pag. 45;

8 UNTERMANN K. Richard, Accomodating the Pedestrian, Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, New York, 1984, pag. 27;
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squares,  two crowded streets,  an important  street and square,  practically  any area where the 

traffic is intense can benefit from an arcade to connect them.

“An opportunity of important composition in the city life, they set connections  

(the arcades n.n) - which are direct, covered and agreable – between locations of  

interest.  Various  trading  and  cultural  activities  as  well  as  information  and  

relaxing  activities  find  here  an  appropriate  background.” (TRIŞCU Aurelian,  

Spaţii Pietonale Urbane)9

When the arcade started to exist it represented the most fashionable place where the city 

inhabitants  could walk  around and where luxurious  stores  and restaurants  found the perfect 

location as well. In a way, this architectural programme is similar to the antique roman basilica, 

which brought in from the square, the speeches, the meetings, the reunions, the trade. Again, the 

same scenography effect: imitating the exterior, the city, the passage/arcade represents the city in 

miniature, the clothes for the street being compatible with the stage, the exterior façades being 

exposed towards the interior, while the inhabitants can play thier parts within an open interior 

when the exterior is not affordable without any change being needed (property/clothes).  

                                4.   Public and commercial spaces in the Balkan and East-European areas   

Types of traditional commercial  spaces in the area |  influences of Orient and Occident on the 

image  if  commerce  |  from  the  fair  to  the  bazaar,  from  the  bazaar  to  the  marketplace  and 

commercial street, their combination into the mall | future of the public-commercial space in the 

area 

The East-European and the Balkan areas did not dvelop a typical public space; these 

areas  are  defined by fairs,  either  spontaneous  or  not,  which  became the basis  of  the  region 

economy. In time, models of spaces were imported from the different cultures that dominated the 

region: agora, forum, commercial streets, bazaars etc. 

The best noticeable today are the former bazaars in the regions that were under the direct  

ottoman  occupation/rule:  the  old  bazaars  in  Bitola  and  Skopje  (Macedonia),  the  bazaar 

Baščaršija in Sarajevo and the bazaar  Kujundziluk in Mostar (Bosnia & Herţegovina), which 

were not covered.  The local bazaars take the shape of an ensemble of commercial streets in the 

9 TRIŞCU Aurelian, Spaţii Pietonale Urbane, I.P. Arta Grafica, Bucureşti, 1974, pag. 91;
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centre of the city that do not represent a symbiotic addition city-building/interior-exterior but 

they are part of the city texture. 

In Eastern Europe the bazaar was not taken over as an interior space but as a  

system of commercial streets  wihtin  the city.  The commercial  functions  of the  

bazaars, representation and social, were well kept.

While  the  Ottoman Empire  is  shrinking  and losing  its  cultural  influence,  the  

populations in its former areas of influence become receptive to the models in  

Western  Europe  which  were  considered  modern.  In  time,  the  old  forms  of  

commerce remain only shopping areas for the poor strata of the population. The  

society assumes a new identity which does not mirror anymore the bazaar or fair  

type of space.

The  communist  period  manifested  differently  in  each  county  thus,  after  the  socialist 

system  fall,  the  framework  was  so  different  from  one  county  to  another.  Nevertheless,  by 

promoting a centralized economic system, the innovation was minimum.

In the '90s a return to the bazaar system was noticed by massively importing of products 

from Turkey that led to a certain cultural import as well (noticeable in the typology of the space, 

the selling models and the organization of rag fairs). 

Today we notice the new Amercian mall model is spreading out. The success does not 

come necessarily from the new idea it brings but from the desire to ranging to the general trend, 

as it is perceived from this region. 

The Balkan and East-European areas inhabitants are generally used to the retail trade, to 

fairs and bazaars, to commercial streets, to a route. The trade activity is therefore connected to 

the idea of movement, of walk: either through the labirynth of the fair or the bazaar texture or 

along the commercial street by defining an active society - full of life, noisy and colourful.

Images: [2];
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                                                                       5.   Romanian public and commercial spaces today   

Analyzes the percentage of the traditional space which was preserved and how it did evolve | the 

importation and adapting of the external influences | importance of the commercial warehouse, of 

the commercial street, of the fair | the image of the mall and how it is received by the population  | 

importance of “super-markets” and of “hyper-markets” – situated either at the ground floor of a 

block of flats or in a “sale warehouse” | image and perception | social in relation with the public 

space offered by the commerce |  transition from the state economy to the market economy – 

modifications of image, concept, attitude and function 

During the 21 years that passed from the 1989 Revolution, therefore from the fall of the 

communist centralized system, the trade flourished considerably. Ranging from big companies, 

networks of stores, known brands to small kiosks or stores located at the ground floor of the 

blocks of flats, the whole society  oriented itself towards the Western model, both as an image 

and as product. 

Each store is either a  supermarket or a  minimarket, the products traded in Romania 

look like those abroad and the mall model has been very successful in our county. All this was 

due to the fact that the society considered Western Europe as a standard, the coulour and the 

variety of the products as quality while copying a conduct-style was considered implementation. 

We are  again  inside history,  when after  a  big change came what  we call  ‘a  form whithout 

essence’. 

For  instance,  the  Romanian mall is  not  a  building  outside the city,  easily  reachable 

from/to suburbs, where the buyers go because there are not enough parking lots in the central  

part of the city. The domestic mall is located in the city, in the centre of  densily populated areas, 

on  former  industrial  locations  (they  generally  recycle  lots  where  there  are  no  buildings); 

accessibility is not essential – there are parking lots but the building is not well connected to 

infrastructure  and  it  is  usually  considered  a  public  place.  In  Romania  the  mall  itself  was 

transformed from a shopping area where people buy in big quantities into a multi-storied public 

market where commerce is only an excuse for showing up/off. Most of the people visiting those 

areas spend more time having a cup of coffee or anything else on a terrace, or going to a movie 

than shopping. The most crowded areas in the mall are usually the general stores.

This shows that, despite the increasing need of high-end products, the most profitable 

remains the trade in subsistence products. Shortly, Romanians are used to go to market. They are 

walking inside the mall, they do buy something in case they like it, they go shopping a bit from 

the supermarket, but significant shopping is always at the market.
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Recently, this type of shopping takes place in huge commercial halls as Metro, Selgros, 

Billa, Carrefour, Real; their concept is much closer to the American mall model than the so-

called mall that was imported. Despite all this, the markets typically selling agricultural produce, 

the hybrid fair/bazaar, so noisy, dark, crowded, operate as they always did. The reason is people 

will always look for cheap and natural products, not everybody has a car to go to the supermarket 

and, additionally, the market we are used to are perfectly located within the exisitng texture, at a 

comfortable walking distance.

“There are two types of locations:

1. generative – the consumer is directly attracted, the place is his/her target,  

such a location has to be easily accessible to most shoppers;

2. suscipiente – the consumer is attracted by impulse or by chance, the location  

receives and does not generate ‘trade’.”

(JONES S. Colin, Regional Shopping Centres)10

The current situation of the retail trade in Romania is good, although the number of stores 

is not enough and the ambiance is not attractive. Moreover, the locations are not sufficiently 

large because the places many such stores/markets popped up were where needed – places which 

had  never  been  thought  to  be  used  for  such  purposes.  A  flat  situated  at  the  ground  floor 

transforms its balcony into a “verandah”, sells from the window or it is totally transformed into a 

store; a vacant lot turns, in time, into either a market for victuals or a rag fair, ‘boutiques’ show 

up at a street corner or on the pavement, the same applies to terraces – they pop up on the public  

space or in private courtyards.

Life seems to stretch out/contaminate the rigidly designed spaces during the communist 

era, by re-interpreting each vacant place. “The back of the block of flats” certainly became a 

parking  lot;  or,  in  case  it  is  too  small  then  certainly,  on  beautiful  weather,  people  go  and 

barbecue there.

The contrast, the Romanian society trademark, is at home when it comes to commercial 

spaces: stores excessively expensive on Calea Victoriei in contrast with the rag fair for second 

hand  or  Turkish  clothes,  market  vs.  warehouses,  terrace  vs.  restaurants  downtown etc.  The 

contrast is more significant due to the associated extremes.

10 JONES S. Colin, Regional Shopping Centres, Business Books Ltd., London 1969, pag 30;
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Case study:

A  new  mall  situated  at  Piaţa  Sudului  has  been  opened  recently,  a  gigantic  

building  which  rose  on the  ruins  of  the  Justice  Palace  construction  site  –  it  

started  during  the  communist  era  on  the  location  of  the  former  monastery  

Văcăreşti. The mall entrance looking to the crossroad Piaţa Sudului competes, as  

a façade, with the entrance to a rag fair, a hairdresser’s, a grinder’s and a few  

more such kind of spots. The situation is hilar but it respects the pattern of the  

Romanian  society  of  extreme  contrasts,  impossible  associations  and  the  

impossibility to have a unity of view or think in perspective.

The commerce in Romania  appears to be extremely varied,  completely de-structured, 

many times “coming out of the blue” where necessary. The high-end commerce mingles with the 

low-income commerce  and the  image  offered  is  a  de-structured  one,  completely  vernacular, 

extremely colourful and vivid, active and vibrant.  

                       6. The importance and the functioning of the market for agricultural produce 

What a market for agricultural produce means | how much of it is a warehouse or a bazaar or a fair 

| functioning, problems, image 

The external reality shows the retail trade, having a low economic level, will never fade 

away.  It  will  always  be a  need of  fresh produce,  cheap,  close  to  inhabited  areas  where the 

interaction with the vendor would be more intense than in a supermarket.  Besides, the produce 

brought in by the peasants to the market is much more varied and surprise may arise since you’ll 

never know when a special vendor comes and if the item you want will be brought in. Within 

this texture of possibilities the buyer can order the product he/she wants to the preferred vendor.  

a. The quality of human interaction is very important. When in a supermarket, we are 

very pleased with the image created by the strict organization but the payment at the cashier is 

quite impersonal. And nothing compares with a market when it comes to prices especially when, 

from time to time, one can get a better price if bargaining. 

Trying to strictly control this type of commerce only led to the de-personalization of both 

the trade space and the trade itself.
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b. The truth is this retail trade could never be stopped. If we clean the area in order to do 

something better organized, by kicking out these traders, they will move close-by and will re-

create the market. By rejecting this phenomenon all we would do will be displace the area to 

another location contaminating other contiguous locations. 

The commercial  phenomenon called  “low income” needs to  be attentively studied in 

order to understand the mechanisms needed in order to function. Only when the very nature of 

such a place is understood we will be able to create an “educated” and quite flexible space which 

allows its expansion, its subsequent development and repeated re-organizations.  

c. The existing markets do not have enough space: they lack of parking lots, storing or 

garbage facilities or accommodation for the people coming to sell. They also lack of expansion 

space. As a result, the space is thicker, the produce is stored directly on the pavement or on the 

grass, on the alleys of the market, thus both product and garbage are stored in the sun, next to 

each other. Cars are parked wherever it is possible either on the near-by pavement or directly on 

the first lane of the street, as close as possible to the market in order to shorten the distance 

where the merchandise should be carried. During the night the vendors sleep in their cars as 

close as possible  to  the places  where they stored their  merchandise  in  order to protect  their 

property.

As  a  result  of  this,  the  image  of  the  market became  a  negative  one.  Besides,  the 

functioning of a market disturbs a lot the traffic in the area, both the pedestrians’ due to the trade 

itself and to the storing outside the designated areas and the cars’ where the contiguous streets 

narrow by irregular parking.   

Thus, the image of the market is very bad at the moment and there are no programmes to 

try to change it. The issue is this type of trade will never disappear, therefore, solutions should be 

found in order to improve its functioning. 

                                                                                                                                  7. Conclu  sions  

Commercial areas represent the ‘reaison d’être’ of a city, its economic background and 

the key factor of its future development. There are today various types of commerce, organized 

according to the purchasing possibilities, types of products or spaces, time spent for shopping 

etc.

In  Romania,  although  there  have  been  massive  changes,  market-type  retail  trade 

continues to exist.  The attempts to organize in a coherent way this type of commerce failed 
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because the spaces offered haven’t been enough flexible for the subsequent organization and 

development.

The current situation of those spaces requires a rapid intervention in order to avoid their 

transformation  into  sanitary  dangers,  or  to  limit  the  tentacular  expansion  or  to  stop  the 

transformation of the contiguous areas into utilitarian spaces to the detriment of housing areas. 

Such a typology of trade should be offered a flexible space which could allow its reorganization 

whenever necessary without any intervention against the already built area. It should have in 

view the subsequent trade and regulate its expansion in the future. 

No change of the way trade takes place should be attempted only the way to look at it. 

This change of perspective will generate new solutions.  

I  suggest  to  look at  low-income commerce  as  if  it  were a  show not  an  unavoidable 

situation, while the constructions that will give it a shelter as background for the show. 

                                                                                                                                            PART II

Presentation of intent

                                                                                                                                  8.   Case studies  

Some exemples of projects will be analyzed as they are relevant by their organization and 

functions within the subject chosen for the diploma: “urban centre/commercial market”.  

                                                                                           8.1 Market Hall, Rotterdam – pro  ject  

A new MVRDV project consisting in designing a market in the old Rotterdam city centre 

– the new sanitary norms of Netherlands require the market be covered

Thus, the whole market will be envelopped in a structure where restaurants and stores 

will  be located  at  the gound floor  while  above there  will  be apartments.  This  structure will 

preserve inside a tunnel where the market will be located. The two ends of the tunnel will be 

closed up with a glass façade – curtain in order to let as much as possible light to get to the 

interior.   
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The part facing the market is going to be covered by LEDs giving it a changing face to 

the surroundings.

This project is going to be finalized by 2014.

Images: [3];[4];

                                                                                        8.2 Galer  y Vittorio Emanuelle II, Milan  

The galeries were designed in 1861 and were built between 1865 and 1877 by Giuseppe 

Mengoni; they connect two of the most important spots in Milan: the Dome and La Scala.

The building  consists  in  two galeries  which  are  covered  and have  the  suprastructure 

shaped by cast iron arches, erected above the 5-store buildings (at about 20 m from the pavement 

to the corniche). The image obtained has an extreme vigour by bringing together the very high 

and richly decorated fronts – intending to make it a new centre, a symbol of the young unified 

Italy under Vittorio Emanuele II, king of Piemont, and of the bourgeoisie which was creating 

new spaces to express itself.

Even from their beginning these galeries were a popular meeting space, a loisir space, 

walking and shopping areas, a space with a high economic level. 

Images: [5];

                                                                                             8.3 Kanyon Shopping Mall, Istanbul

The  Kanyon centre  situated in  the old commercial  neighbourhood Levant  in  Istanbul 

consists in two towers of 30 and respectively 22 floors that house offices and apartments and a 

multi-storied commercial area organized around a waving route vertically open which strongly 

impresses the passers-by.  The centre was finalized in 2006 and was designed by “The Jerde 

Partnership”, Los Angeles, SUA, in cooperation with  “Tabanlıoğlu Architects” from Istanbul.

This is a good example of structuring the functions at a high level. The trade area is  

integrated in the two buildings trying to be not only a mall for the city but also a common area  

for the people living in the building. The entire ensemble could exist in a certain way within a 

close circuit, thus the “Kanyon” would be the public place.
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It  is  normal  that  in  a  muslim country and, particularly in  Istanbul,  where the bazaar 

tradition is very strong, a commercial space be considered a public space as well since it gathers 

up the neighbourhood around it and gives it identity within the city.  

Images: [6];

                                                                                                                 8.4 SONY Center, Berlin

The  SONY Center in Berlin, near Postdamer Platz, was finalized in 2000, and was the 

work of  the  architect  Helmut  Jahn,  built  in  an effort  to  re-build  this  area  that  had become, 

because of the war and the Berlin wall, a real “no man’s land”.

The ensemble consists in a huge forum, delimited by 11-storied buildings and covered by 

a metal and glass structure, the most dramatic image being given by the central  pillar which 

seems to float above the square, being anchored at the lower part by  metal cables and at the 

higher  part  by  the  covering  structure.  The  fact  that  it  is  a  semi-open  structure  favours  the 

ventilation and does not create air currents.  

A centre in itself, connected to Postdamer Platz, SONY Center, contains hotels, cinemas, 

IMAX, the movie museum, a small-scale LEGO-Land and a SONY department-store.

Although from the economic point of view it was not viable project ( SONY sold the 

centre at a loss of more than 150 de millions of euros) the ensemble offers a spectacular view not 

only at the inside, but also from  Postdamer Platz due to the perspective along the pedestrian area 

connecting them.  

Images: [7];[8];

                                                             8.5 Maidan Nezalezhnosti –   Independence Square, Kiev  

The  Independance  Square  in  Kiev,  as  any  Soviet  achievment  astonishes  through 

dimensions but due to the continuous development it had had and still has it became not only the 

center of the city but also a symbol at the county level – it is the place where the famous Orange 

Revolution took place.

What  makes  it  special  is  the  combination  of  public  space,  underground  commercial 

space, buildings of the Administration and offices on the sides, pedestrian and car traffic. The 
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whole ensemble, NW and SE oriented is crossed by a commercial space recently realized within 

the former cross over galleries, the entries being marked and illuminated by two glass domes.  

The square benefits, besides the cross over avenue, of a car traffic that ensures the access to the 

buildings on the extremities.

By bringing together several complementary functions, a much more efficient use of the 

space is thus ensured. One can notice the success this space enjoyed of due to the importance it 

got by organizing different activities, being a place where large masses of people can gather 

without too much disturbing the area functioning. 

The image created by frequently using the area made the population take hold of this 

space much more than the simple change of its name from the October Revolution Square to 

Independence Square did.

Images: [9];

                                                                                              8.6 Mercado Central, Santiago, Chile  

The Central Square from  Santiago de Chile, which is nowadays a national monument, 

was built in 1872 and inaugurated on September 15 th, the same year, by the president Federico 

Errázuriz Zañartu with the purpose to take over an older function of the place, a commercial 

place as well. Founded in 1552 in “Plaza de Armas” as a place where to bring merchandise from 

the surrounding regions it was initially destined only to local products – products brought from 

Spain were not allowed to be sold there. 

When it was built it was a spacious and modern architectural achievment on a structure in 

cast iron which regulated the trade in the area, being appreciated both for the details in wrought 

iron and for the inner space ventilated and illuminated by lanterns or from the periphery.

The quite large area it covers allows it to fit up coffee houses and restaurants besides the 

fish market and the vegetables market; thus, “el Mercado Central” becomes a covered public 

place.

Images: [10];
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                                                                                           8.7 Sergel  ’s Torg, Stockholm, Sweden  

“Sergel’s Square” was thus named in the memory of the Swedish sculptor Johan Tobias 

Sergel whose workshop was situated in the northern part of the square. There had been plans to 

re-shape the area since 1927 when Albert Lilienberg was appointed as a head-architect of the city 

– thus the square was done during several stages. The first solutions had in view only the traffic 

in the area and did not pay much attention to the architecture; when David Helldén offered the 

solution which gave birth to the present configuration, it was rejected by the municipality and he 

was sent to Europe in order to study.

The final result was the pedestrian square at a lower level, leaving the traffic at an upper 

level, using  Kristall – vertikal accent i glas och stål (Crystal – glass and steel vertical accent) 

Edvin Öhrströmthe’s 37 meter-high sculpture as an axis, in order to connect the whole ensemble. 

In the Southern part,  Kulturhuset (the cultural center) was built by Peter Celsing, thus 

closing the square.

Despite the criticism and the shortcomings due to the differentiation of the traffic and the 

favouring of the cars, the square became a vivid place, present in the city life. It is now one of 

the main places in the city where people meet or demonstrate. 

Images: [11];[12];

                                       9. Ap  plication – reorganization of a market for agricultural produce  

 
Presenting the area | presenting the issues that one intends to bring over in order to improve the 

traditional image of a market / concept – organizing by levels /  day – night alternating / space  

efficiency – continuous use / the importance of the public space / the importance of the park or 

garden /  “green architecture” | “low rise – high density” | synthesis of a fair-bazaar-commercial 

galery / permeable spaces / impact on the area level / urban pole – space of social coagulation / 

energy efficiency / self-maintenance

The  object  of  the  diploma  represents  an  attempt  to  improve  the  organization  of  a 

square/market.

The area chosen is the perimeter of Piaţa Sudului, Berceni neighbourhood. This market 

supplies an extremely large area and, being very well  “connected’’ to the city by the public 
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transport:  underground  (Pipera  –  Berceni  line),  several  tramways,  bus  and  trolleybus  lines, 

attracts people from even a larger area than the close neighbourhoods. 

Lately, even if efforts have been made in order to dismantle the booths located on the 

public place,  the market  was developed by raising a new building directly on the pavement, 

facing the street, of a low quality. Within the same perimeter one can find the department store 

of Piaţa Sudului which was partitioned in order to be able to get as many traders as possible; as a 

result, the inner part was divided in very small cubes functioning as some kind of bazaar. 

The whole intersection shows economic activities: on one side, on a former green space 

between the fence of a school for handicap children and the limit of the pavement, a long line of 

booths (insurance, xerox, newspaper advertisments, music and movies sale etc.) stretched out; on 

another side, the rag-fair “La Castani” represents a strong point in the area and continues with a 

belt of stores and workshops among which “accidentally” emerged the entrance of the new Mall. 

At the same time, one can notice a few funeral furnishers’ companies popped up as well 

because there is a cemetry close-by. 

A few banks are to be found as well. 

                                                                                                                                                 SWOT  

STRENGTHS: it already attends a very large area, it is known and it is well 

connected to the city, it has a busy pedestrian traffic.

WEAKNESSES:  it  cannot  be  extended,  it  doesn’t  possess  a  parking  lot  or 

storage facilities, it has a low level of hygiene.

OPPORTUNITIES: it can be re-organized within the same space, it can become 

an urban centre due to its position in the neighbourhood and its connection to the 

public transport network. 

THREATS: the opening of the new Mall in the same intersection, heavy traffic 

in the area. 

The solution would be the creation of a new pedestrian line between the area with public 

transport  means,  in  the Northern part,  and the Southern part  which leads to an area heavily 

inhabited. The line can be reached from three different habitable areas, two of them plus the 

waves of pedestrians and the traffic in the intersection being located in the Northern part. The 

proposed line would shortcut the pedestrians’ line and introduce them into a covered space where 

the market show would take place. The building would be endowed with an underground parking 
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lot, storing facilities, offices for the administration, police, firemen, and an accommodation area 

for the traders and a park. 

The system chosen is in “geological” strata, taking the parking and the storing as deep as 

possible in the underground; the trade at level 0; the accommodation and the administration at an 

upper level so that the public place in the proximity not to be disturbed and, at the last level – a  

park arranged in such a way to be easily accessible from the street, being, due to its position, an 

oasis of peace and green.

The parking and the storage are located in the underground because the site does not 

have empty spaces large enough to place these functions at the street level.  Nontheless, it  is  

better the two functions not to be noticeable from the street because the project tries to improve 

the image of the area as well, no only its functioanl needs. 

The trading area will be at level 0 of the ensemble and will consist of a network of 

markets connected to each other by covered galeries, thus separating the different types of trade 

per products and allowing the creation of a more intimate space. 

The administration and the accommodation will be located above the trading area, 

directly connected to it, but at different levels just not to interfere with each other. The entry to 

this area will be directly from the street and from the parking area.

The park will be situated above all the mentioned areas, easily accessible from the street 

level  by platforms. Being situated at a certain height, one could easily admire the surroundings 

and by cultivating plants the noise of the intersection will be attenuated. The area is devoid of 

parks – Parcul Tineretului is situated at some distance away.

By systemizing the whole ensemble there will  be a  covered line like an arcade with 

possible secondary lines for different types of trades. The area devoted to the market will be so 

covered  and  illuminated  from  the  sides  and  the  space  will  expand  to  the  next  level  thus 

diminishing the feeling of crowdness existing in all markets. The flux of the pedestrian traffic 

will be channeled separately, passing by the market, within the same space without intersecting. 

The vegetation in the park from the upper level will cast a shadow on the lantern during summer 

time eliminating the green house effect while during winter time, after the fall of the leafage, the 

light will pervade without any obstacle into the covered space, and warm it.

The vendor’s condition will be improved by ensuring a guarded parking lot, a storage of 

the merchandise in good conditions, in spaces destined to the different types of products, by 

ensuring a space for accommodation and a canteen.
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Open: 08.00 to 18.00

After  18.00,  markets  in  general  do  not  function  anymore.  In  exchange,  the  active 

population finishes the working day and is looking for a place “in the city”  to go to. Thus,  

between 18.00 and 18.30 the market area will be evacuated, cleaned up and the stores, terraces 

and pubs within the covered space will open up. A continuous functioning of the area will be 

ensured.

This is beneficial for the neighbourhood because in time a memory of the area as such 

will be created and this is much more important than the memory of a vegetables market, and it  

improves the loisir spaces as well.  

We need to use the space in “layers’ of time because it is not possible to extend the 

marketplace due to its location: limited on two sides by two boulevards and the intersection and 

on the other two sides by the Cărămidari cemetry. Any of these functions is irremovable.

The scenario assumes that in time, once the market expands towards the interior, the flux 

of the pedestrians could be channeled through the park, leaving some other place for expanding 

the market. The market place will not be organized beforehand, there will be used market stalls  

made of light materials in order to facilitate their removal. Thus, the configuration of the market 

will never be the same, taking over the model of the traditional fair.

This is a trick used by the hypermarkets as well: to re-organize at regular periods  

of time the display of the products because the client who has in mind the last  

place where he/she saw a product will instinctively go there but, if he/she doesn’t  

find  the  item will  start  looking  for  it.  Meanwhile  he/she  will  see  other  items  

usually he/she would not need and, this is proved, he/she will buy at least one  

more product before finding the one needed.

The marketplace facilitates the trade to which it gives a certain freedom within its own 

organization and makes it to be perceived as a public space used in the evening as a loisir space. 

Such an organization needs a control and this is the reason why this type of an ensemble 

will  need  a  competent  administration  to  manage  the  parking  lots,  the  storing  facilities,  the 

accommodation  area,  the  cleaning  and  the  guarding.  The  ensemble  of  the  market  will  be 

subordinated to the Town Hall as a National Company and it will maintain itself with the money 

coming from the rental of the spaces, paid by the farmers coming to sell produce and by the 
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firms. The extra money will be sent to the Town Hall. Thus, the market will be profitable for the  

local  administration,  it  will  maintain  itself  and  will  become  in  time  an  urban  centre,  by 

differently merging in each period of time (according to age and amount of money available) 

commerce and loisir.

The proposed space should be closer to those who will use it,  not exactly due to the 

expectations and personal vision but mostly to its usage from the point of view of the society 

structure and culture. Romanians look, in general, towards West and want to absorb this culture, 

but they are irremediably marked by the Orient which is not at all bad, it only is a non-assumed 

situation. One tries to implement foreign models for which the population is not prepared and 

this is the reason why they are converted into spaces people know: suburbs, vacant lots, fairs and 

bazaars.

That is why the proposed space has to be both a place we are used to and  a place which 

brings something new. The new element would be the organization. 

The covered arcades would be at a first sight a trade mark of the Western arcades while 

the approach would be of the bazaar. The existence of the “han” (inn) and of the commerce of 

low economic level are characteristic to the Orient as well while the use of the space as a losir  

public  square  in  the  evening  is  characteristic  to  the  West.  The  inbedded  space  and  the 

organization on levels, as well as the eco-friendly approach by placing the park at the upper level 

are characteristic to the West.  

This syncretism should make the building easier to accept by the population, more likely 

to be assimilated. It is a market we know: a covered vacant lot, a place for terraces, for the stores, 

a park, a direction to take, a larger place to walk around than a Mall because not only the people  

interested in shopping or just  wandering are coming in but also those who will  shortcut  the 

already existing pedestrian lines. All this agitation is Oriental. 

And this is the reason we like it. A noisy place where there is agitation – where noise 

comes  from the  people’s  voices;  a  colourful  place  –  clothes,  all  kinds  of  goods,  while  the 

background is represented by the inner façades and by the filtered light, continuously moving. 

All this induces vitality and thirst for life.

The spaces strictly cut do not say anything to us and the people around us need spaces 

they could interact with. Communication does not come out from the way the space is treated but 

from its flexibility in order to be able to accommodate activities we interact with and which are 

familiar to us.
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                                    _____                                10. Apreciation of the approach of an insertion  

importance  of  the  experiment:  continuity,  import,  amalgamation,  invention  |  the  project  of 

architecture as a social panacea |  who learns from who, masses of people vs. specialists, self-

education vs. institutionalization, freedom vs. control of the social behaviour balance 

The society  is ceaselessly changing, looking for new forms of expression, inventing new 

spaces, new activities. It is impossible to respond to the new needs with the same architectural 

programmes as in the past. Just trying to implement them needs an enormous effort to adapt to 

the present.

A simple commercial markethall would not be beneficial today in an urban space  

and would not be sufficient because the functioning of the society has changed.  

Trade is different, transport is different, the population has different expectations.

In towns there are never enough spaces where the functions be separated and it is not 

desirable. 

That is why the  experiment is very important. The innovation, any new idea that could 

respond to a current need. To cling to the already existing models will only limit the qualitative 

development of the city (as a framework of the society). 

The experiment can take differnet forms:

- continuity –  supposes  the  preservation  of  an  old  concept  and  its  continuous 

modification in order to make it answer the needs that come up in time. Although it  

keeps the specific of the area where it will be built,  this approach will always be 

behind the needs of the society. 

- import – supposes to bring new concepts from other areas and to try to implement 

them in  a  totally  different  area.  It  offers  immediate  solutions  but  risks  to  create 

architecture of a low quality by ignoring the cultural context.

- amalgamation – it consists of taking over successful elements in different local or 

foreign models, old and new, in order to create a new model which would be easier to 

be accepted in the area.  

- invention – supposes to analyze the area where the building will be erected in order 

to exactly determine the needs to be covered and then elaborate the answer under the 

form of  a  new model  which  will  be adapted  to  the  needs  of  the  present  society. 
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Through analysis, statistics and prediction one can get a model be valid in future too 

or, if not, at least be flexible enough in order to be able to hold new functions. 

Any new construction  can improve or  spoil  the environment  of the city. This  is  one 

reason why it has been tried to get problems solved by introducing new functions, new buildings 

or by re-interpreting the spaces. This architectural approach as a social panacea supposes a high 

predisposition of the population to self-education.

Many times it happens the other way round and the population invent new methods to use 

the buildings which turn into entirely new spaces. Some times residential areas become ghettos 

and public spaces are deserted. It is not possible that architecture alone changes the society. It 

needs  as  well  an  active  involvement  in  re-education  in  order  to  prevent  undesired  re-

interpretation of new insertions. 

Some other times the society does not want to be changed and any attempt in this respect 

will result in rejection. 

In such a case who is learning from who? If the society rejects the ideas for a better 

situation the „specialists” formulate, then the flux of information should be reversed. One can get 

to such a circumstance when the social changes taking place are ignored and by the end the link 

with the reality is broken. The „specialists” understand in the end they are no more up-to-date 

therefore they are useless. 

In order to prevent such a situation, the flux between the „specialists” and the society has 

to be equally intense. The insertion of each building has to be analyzed in such a way that the 

city answer be noticed and understood. In some activities this is called de-briefing and defines 

the analysis of the activities that ended and the  feedback refers to the analysis of the answer 

related to an activity completed. 

In  the  case  of  architecture,  besides  the  inherent  passionate  reactions  that  appear 

immediately after the construction of the building starts, the effects  show up in time,  which 

requires a constant evaluation of a building functioning. The information gathered can lead to the 

creation of a model of urban behaviour which may be applied to new projects in order to increase 

their  functionality  and  profitableness  in  time.  A  building  thought  to  be  flexible  will  react 

positively  to  the  user's  needs  much  more  than  a  rigid  building,  which  is  impossible  to  be 

modified and has spaces that are impossible to be re-interpreted etc.

In conclusion,  any act of creation,  from architecture to industiral  products,  has to be 

adapted to the immediate reality and thought to have a life as long as possible not only through 

resistance but also due to the possibility to re-interprete and re-use. 
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